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Abstract: The coupling between the rotary and linear magnetic fields is a special feature of two-degrees-of-freedom (2DoF)
motors. The magnetic-coupling effect on the performances of 2DoF direct-drive induction motors (2DoF-DDIMs) is exposed and
investigated based on 3D finite-element analysis and experiments on a prototyped motor. The performances of the 2DoF-DDIM
are analysed under the conditions of with and without coupling. Further, the speed coupling coefficient is introduced and
calculated to consider the effect of the magnetic-coupling effect on speed. The magnetic-coupling effect of 2DoF-DDIM, which
leads to induced voltages and currents under rotary or linear motion and lower speed and higher fluctuations under helical
motion, enhances with an increase in the source frequency and rotary speed. This research on the magnetic-coupling effect of
2DoF-DDIM will provide a significant reference for characteristic research and precise control of 2DoF-DDIM.

1 Introduction
Two-degrees-of-freedom (2DoF) motion, which comprises rotary
and linear motions simultaneously, i.e. helical motion, is widely
used in industrial machinery such as boring machines, grinders,
and electric vehicles [1, 2]. In conventional driving machinery,
2DoF motion is realised by a rotary motor installed on a linear
motor or special gears installed on a rotary motor, which inevitably
increases the weight of the driving system and reduces its
efficiency owing to the additional losses caused by the intermediate
transmission mechanism. Therefore, 2DoF motors, which are
capable of rotary, linear, and helical motions through the use of a
single motor, are of great interest owing to their advantages of
integrated structures, small mechanical loss, and high reliability
etc.

However, due to the special structures and various motion
forms of 2DoF motors, the internal magnetic fields due to rotary
and linear motions are complicated and coupled each other.
Previously, a two-armature rotary-linear induction motor with the
armatures axially connected in series has been researched [3, 4].
However, as indicated by the analysis of the motor characteristics
through the finite-element method, the linear magnetic field and
motion can weaken the rotary torque and efficiency to some extent
[5, 6]. In a subsequent establishment of the equivalent circuit
model, this weakening effect was considered in the form of
additional magneto-motive force and the computational accuracy
was relative high, which was verified by the finite-element model.
For the rotary-linear permanent magnet actuator with a Halbach
magnet array which can realise a high magnetic load, the static
magnetic field was investigated [7] and the two-directional d–q
transformation was proposed to decouple the inter-relation between
the linear and rotary motions [8]. Further, the interval between two
successive magnets in the axial direction affects the rotary and
linear magnetic flux densities [9]. For the rotary-linear switched
reluctance motor [10, 11], linear force was generated by the
coupling of multiple rotary magnetic fields, whose coupling
intensity changed with the power supply mode of the motor. A
decoupling PID control based on the net torque method was
proposed to realise integrated separation between the rotary and
linear motions [12].

In addition, an integrated 2DoF motor was proposed and
analysed by adopting the permeation depth method and the

composite multilayer method [13, 14]. The static coupling effect of
the 2DoF-DDIM, which indicates that the special induced voltages
and currents are generated in the rotary part, was researched [15].
However, the reason and other characteristics of the magnetic-
coupling effect have not been studied yet.

In this study, the magnetic-coupling effect of the 2DoF-DDIM
is researched detailedly. A 3D finite-element model is developed to
determine the inner coupling magnetic fields and output
performances caused by magnetic-coupling effect of the 2DoF-
DDIM. The induced voltages and currents, the rotary torque (or
linear force), speeds and their corresponding fluctuations are
calculated. It can be concluded that the stronger the coupling
magnetic field is, the more obvious the magnetic-coupling effect
will be. Besides, the difference between the rotary and linear parts
under magnetic-coupling effect is explained. Testing is also carried
out to validate the existence of the magnetic-coupling effect.

2 Structure and principle of 2DoF-DDIM
A 2DoF-DDIM consists of a rotary arc-shaped armature in the
rotary part, a linear arc-shaped armature in the linear part, and a
cylindrical solid mover coated with a copper layer shared by the
two parts. The rotary part stator core is slotted along the axial
direction, while the linear part stator core is slotted along the
circumferential direction. The rotary and linear part stators have
the same inner and outer diameters. The structure of a 2DoF-DDIM
is shown in Fig. 1, and the main structural parameters are
summarised in Table 1. 

Depending on the power supply mode, the 2DoF-DDIM can
produce two forms of air-gap magnetic fields and the
corresponding electromagnetic torque or force to directly drive the
mover to perform rotary, linear, or helical motion.

Based on the 2DoF-DDIM structure shown in Fig. 1 and the
working principle, a 3D finite-element model of the 2DoF-DDIM
was established in Magnet, as shown in Fig. 2a. The distribution of
the magnetic field under helical motion is shown in Fig. 2b. 

The solid model of the 2DoF-DDIM is enclosed in an air-box
component with a default flux tangential outer boundary in
Magnet. The default settings are adopted to achieve reasonable
accuracy and avoid errors. Then the model will be fully solved by
considering the end effect, the skin effect etc.
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3 Coupling magnetic field of 2DoF-DDIM
For most 2DoF motors, their rotary magnetic field is coupled with
the linear magnetic field. Due to the special structure of a 2DoF-
DDIM, when the linear part is energised independently, a linear
coupling magnetic field (LCMF), other than the main magnetic
field in the linear part, is generated in the rotary part by end effect,
as shown in Fig. 3a. Similarly, a rotary coupling magnetic field
(RCMF) is generated in the linear part when the rotary part is
energised, as shown in Fig. 3b. 

As shown in Fig. 3a, the left and right sides of the LCMF are
almost symmetrical, but the left side of the RCMF is stronger than
the right side. The reason of this phenomenon is that the LMCF is
generated by the horizontal end effect of the linear part, while the

RCMF is generated by the vertical end effect of the rotary part.
Moreover, there are no other factors besides power source that can
change the LCMF. However, the rotary speed enhances the
magnetic field in the outgoing end of the mover (left side in
Fig. 3b) and weakens it in the incoming end of the mover (right
side in Fig. 3b).

Through solving the vector magnetic potential of the rotary
coupling magnetic field and coordinate conversion (the process is
enclosed in the appendix), the magnetic flux density of the RCMF
is derived as

Bm = Ċ1m1em1 θ − 2π − Ċ2m2e−m2θ (1)

where

m1 = μ0
2γ2v2 + j μ0wγ2Δ

δ + μ0γv

m2 = μ0
2γ2v2 + j μ0wγ2Δ

δ − μ0γv

Here, μ0, γ, v, w, Δ, γ2, and δ denote the vacuum permeability,
relative conductivity of the mover, the rotary speed, the angular
frequency, the conductor plant thickness, the conductivity of the
mover, and equivalent electromagnetic air-gap, respectively.

4 Magnetic-coupling effect of 2DoF-DDIM
From Section 3, it can be concluded that there are the main and
coupling magnetic fields generated when the motor is energised.
When only one part of the 2DoF-DDIM is powered, the
corresponding coupling magnetic field is produced and linked with
the other part. Hence, the induced voltages and currents are
produced in the windings according to Faraday law of
electromagnetic induction. Obviously, this kind of coupling
magnetic fields will remain when the 2DoF-DDIM is fully
energised. Hence, the coupling magnetic fields will interact with
the main ones, which will deteriorate the output performance of the
motor.

4.1 Coupling-induced voltage and current

Firstly, the special features, which are caused by magnetic-
coupling under rotary or linear motion, are analysed. The induced
voltages and currents are produced in the winding without power
by the linking with the coupling magnetic field. The value of the
induced voltages and currents is determined by the amplitude and
frequency of the coupling magnetic field. Hence, the stronger the
coupling magnetic field is, the higher the induced voltages will be.

According to the distribution of the coupling magnetic field and
the mode of windings, the relation between the three-phase induced
voltages and currents of the linear part, which has been verified by
reference [12], can be obtained as

UA ≃ UB ≃ − Uc

IA ≃ IB ≃ − 1
2 IC

(2)

Furthermore, the relation between the three-phase induced voltages
and currents of the rotary part are satisfied with this rule adopting a
similar method.

Based on the 3D finite-element model of a 2DoF-DDIM, the
linear part is energised with a 220 V, 50 Hz AC source and the
rotary part, which is non-powered, is simulated. Then, the induced
voltages and currents can be obtained from the rotary part, as
shown in Fig. 4. 

Similarly, when the rotary part is energised with a 220 V, 50 Hz
AC source and the linear part is non-powered, the induced voltages
and currents can be obtained from the linear part, as shown in
Fig. 5. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the induced voltages and currents are
consistent with (2). Further, their frequencies are equivalent to the
supply source frequency. These induced voltages and currents

Fig. 1  Structure of 2DoF-DDIM
(a) Rotary arc-shaped armature, (b) Linear arc-shaped armature, (c) Solid mover, (d)
Assembly of 2DoF-DDIM

 

Table 1 Structural parameters of a 2DOF-DDIM
Items of interest Values/dimension

Rotary part Linear part
rated voltage 220 V 220 V
supply frequency 50  Hz 50 Hz
pole pitch 2 2
stator inner diameter 98 mm 98 mm
stator outer diameter 155 mm 155 mm
stator axial length 156 mm 156 mm
mover outer diameter 96 mm
mover axial length 600 mm
copper layer thickness 1 mm
 

Fig. 2  3D finite-element model of 2DoF-DDIM
(a) Solid model, (b) Distribution of |B|
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confirm the existence of magnetic-coupling effect of the 2DoF-
DDIM.

The induced voltages are closely related to the amplitude and
period of the coupling magnetic field. Based on a constant voltage
and frequency ratio to maintain the amplitude of the main magnetic
field, when the linear part is energised with AC sources of different
frequencies (from 10 to 50 Hz), the induced voltages in the rotary
part are shown in Fig. 6a. Similarly, the induced voltages in the
linear part, with AC sources of different frequencies supplied in the
rotary part, are shown in Fig. 6b. 

Fig. 6 shows that the induced voltages of the linear and rotary
parts increase with the source frequency. In summary, the

magnetic-coupling effect enhances along with the source frequency
on a constant voltage and frequency ratio.

From Section 3, the LCMF is generated by the horizontal end
effect of the linear part and relates only to the supplied source.
However, according to (1), the RCMF changes with the rotary
speed, which can be verified by the fact that the RCMF at the
outgoing end of the mover is stronger than that at the incoming
end, as shown in Fig. 3b.

Fig. 7a shows the induced voltages in the rotary part, along with
different linear slips when the linear part is energised with a 220 V,
50 Hz three-phase AC source independently. Similarly, the induced
voltages in the linear part along with different rotary slips are
shown in Fig. 7b. 

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the induced voltages of the
rotary part vary almost linearly with the linear slip, while those of
the linear part are nearly halved from the synchronous speed to
zero speed. That is, the linear speed has little influence on the
magnetic-coupling effect, while the rotary speed enhances the
magnetic-coupling effect. In short, the faster the rotary speed is, the
stronger the magnetic-coupling effect will be.

According to the above analysis and the simulation results, we
can conclude that the magnetic-coupling effect really exists in a
2DoF-DDIM. The induced voltages and currents are generated in
the windings by the linkage between the coupling magnetic field
and the windings. The magnetic-coupling effect of the 2DoF-
DDIM gets stronger with an increase in the source frequency and
rotary speed.

4.2 Performances considering MCE

From the above analysis, when the motor is under rotary or linear
motion, it can be concluded that special induced voltages and
currents will be generated in the unpowered part. As the most
special motion form of the motor, the influences caused by
magnetic-coupling effect under helical motion are of great
significant and should be heeded and researched.

Based on the 3D finite-element model, when the mover is set to
zero speed and the linear part is energised using a 220 V, 50 Hz AC
source, the forces of the linear part under the conditions of the
rotary part non-powered (without coupling) and powered
(coupling) are shown in Fig. 8a. Similarly, the rotary torques with
and without coupling are shown in Fig. 8b. The average force (or
torque) and its fluctuation are listed in Table 2. 

Fig. 3  Coupling magnetic field of 2DoF-DDIM
(a) LCMF, (b) RCMF

 

Fig. 4  Induced voltages and currents of the rotary part
(a) Induced voltages, (b) Induced currents

 

Fig. 5  Induced voltages and currents of the linear part
(a) Induced voltages, (b) Induced currents
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A comparison of the simulation results under the conditions of
with and without coupling from Fig. 8 and Table 2 shows that the
average force is reduced by 1 N and the average torque is reduced
by 0.3 Nm, while their fluctuations are more than doubled. Overall,
the magnetic-coupling effect has little influence on the average
force (or average torque) but causes more than two times
fluctuation.

Based on the 3D finite-element model, when the mover is set to
no load for the linear part and zero speed for the rotary part, and
the linear part is energised using a 220 V, 50 Hz AC source, the
speeds of the linear part under the conditions of the rotary part non-
powered (without coupling) and powered (coupling) are shown in
Fig. 9a. Similarly, the rotary speeds with and without coupling are
shown in Fig. 9b. The average speed and their fluctuation are listed
in Table 3. 

According to Fig. 9 and Table 3, due to the magnetic-coupling
effect, the linear average speed is reduced by 1.1% and its
fluctuation is increased by 6.2%, while the rotary average speed is
reduced by 10.8% and its fluctuation is enhanced by 50.9%.

Fig. 6  Induced voltages along with source frequency
(a) Linear part, (b) Rotary part

 

Fig. 7  Induced voltages along with motor slips
(a) Linear part, (b) Rotary part

 

Fig. 8  Magnetic force curves of 2DoF-DDIM
(a) Linear force, (b) Rotary torque

 
Table 2 Average force and torque of 2DoF-DDIM
Items Without coupling With coupling
linear force, N average 328.3 327.3

fluctuation 2.903 6.236
rotary torque, Nm average 12.34 12.09

fluctuation 0.30 0.61
 

Fig. 9  Speed of 2DoF-DDIM
(a) Linear speed, (b) Rotary speed
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We find that the changes in speed and its fluctuation in the
rotary part are nearly ten times as much as those in the linear part
in the presence of a coupling magnetic field. The rotary part of the
2DoF-DDIM is more significantly influenced by the magnetic-
coupling effect compared to the linear part. This is because the
magnetic-coupling effect not only changes the distribution of the
main magnetic field of the rotary part but also reduces the
‘equivalent electromagnetic pole pitch’ [16] of the rotary part.

When only the rotary part of the 2DoF-DDIM is energised, the
distribution of the magnetic field at the outgoing end of the mover
for rotary motion, where is the boundary between the rotary and
linear parts, is shown in Fig. 10a. In addition, when both parts of
the 2DoF-DDIM are energised, the distribution of the magnetic
field in the same region is shown in Fig. 10b. In Fig. 10, 180° on
the abscissa expresses the longitudinal end of the rotary part, where
the mover goes out of the rotary stator in the circumferential
direction. 

Fig. 10a shows that the rotary part magnetic field is beyond the
region of the rotary stator (from 180° to 220° on the abscissa),
which results in an electromagnetic pole pitch larger than the
mechanical pole pitch of the rotary part, due to the breaking of the
rotary stator core. According to [16], the equivalent
electromagnetic pole pitch is (0.359/2p + 1) times the mechanical
pole pitch. Hence, a higher rotary speed beyond the synchronous
rotary speed (750 r/min) is produced, which can be verified in
Fig. 9b and Table 3. According to Fig. 10b, the RCMF overlaps
with the end of the linear part magnetic field so that it does not
affect the rotary motion. The electromagnetic pole pitch is close to
the mechanical pole pitch. Further, a comparison of Figs. 10a and b
shows that the LCMF is linked with the rotary part magnetic field
to change the end of the rotary part magnetic field. In short, the
magnetic-coupling effect is the reason for the decrease in the rotary
speed and increase in its fluctuation.

In summary, the magnetic-coupling effect can cause lower
speed and higher fluctuation of the 2DoF-DDIM according to the
FEM results. Besides, the magnetic-coupling effect has a stronger
effect on the rotary part than that on the linear part.

4.3 Speed coupling coefficient

For precise control of the 2DoF-DDIM, the magnetic-coupling
effect on the motor speed should be researched. Hence, the speed
coupling coefficients, Krcm and Klcm, are introduced to reflect the
magnetic-coupling effect on motor speed. They can be determined
as

Klcm = Vrcm
Vr

Krcm = Vlcm
Vl

(3)

where Vl and Vr express the linear and rotary speeds without
coupling, and Vlcm and Vrcm express the speeds with coupling,
respectively.

The speeds of the 2DoF-DDIM under different operation
conditions with and without coupling are simulated using the 3D
finite-element model. Then, the speed coupling coefficients are
calculated as shown in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 11 shows that with an increase in rotary slip, Klcm remains
almost unchanged with the linear slip, while Krcm increases nearly
to 1. This result also verifies that the magnetic-coupling effect
enhances with an increase in rotary speed, but has little relation
with the linear speed. According to the curve fitting, Klcm is close
to a constant and Krcm is a function related to rotary slip as

Klcm = 0.89136

Krcm = e−0.0194 + 0.0194Sr − 0.0083Sr
2 (4)

The ratio value between the mechanical pole pitch and the
equivalent electromagnetic pole pitch is 0.9176, which is larger
than the value of Klcm. There are mainly two reasons for the
phenomenon mentioned above: the decrease in the equivalent

Table 3 Speed of 2DoF-DDIM
Items Without coupling With coupling
linear speed, m/s average 3.949 3.907

fluctuation 0.0081 0.0086
rotary speed, r/min average 774.5 690.8

fluctuation 2.22 3.35
 

Fig. 10  End magnetic field of the rotary part
(a) Without coupling, (b) With coupling

 

Fig. 11  Speed coupling coefficient
(a) Linear speed coupling coefficient, (b) Rotary speed coupling coefficient
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electromagnetic pole pitch of the rotary part caused by coupling,
and the decrease effect on the rotary speed caused by the LCMF
which is similar to the decrease in the linear speed caused by the
RCMF. The curves of Krcm and Klcm also show that the stronger the
coupling magnetic field is, the more obvious the magnetic-coupling
effect will be. Further, we can conclude that the rotary part is more
affected by the magnetic-coupling effect than the linear part from
Klcm < Krcm. Besides, the introduction of the speed coupling
coefficients is significant for the accuracy of the 2DoF-DDIM
control system.

5 Experiment validation
A simple test platform of the 2DoF-DDIM is set up and
experimental tests are carried out on the prototype of the motor, as
shown in Fig. 12. The outputs of the frequency converter are
controlled by the windows operation interface and transmitted to
the prototype of the 2DoF-DDIM through the transformers. 

There is no suitable 2DoF speed controller for the laboratory
model of a 2DoF-DDIM. Therefore, it is technically difficult to
measure the coupling effect of a 2DoF-DDIM at a constant rotary
or linear speed. However, the zero linear speed can be achieved by
the collision between the mover and the stator ends. Hence, the
tests in which only the linear part is energised by AC sources with
different frequency (from 10 to 50 Hz) are performed under zero
linear speed. Then the induced voltages under different linear
sources can be measured by the DL7480. A comparison of the
FEM analysis and the test results is shown in Fig. 13. 

Fig. 13 shows that the FEM analysis results coincide uniformly
with the test results, which validates the finite-element model and
magnetic-coupling effect of the 2DoF-DDIM.

6 Conclusion
This paper fully researches the special feature caused by the
coupling magnetic field of the 2DoF-DDIM. The 3D finite-element
model is established to determine the coupling magnetic field,
induced voltages and currents, torque (or force) and speed
developed by the motor under the conditions of with and without
coupling. The magnetic-coupling effect enhances with the source

frequency and the rotary speed, in which the former has been
validated by tests. Besides, the magnetic-coupling effect leads to a
decrease of torque (or force) and speed, and an increase of their
fluctuations. Besides, the influence of the coupling magnetic fields
on the motor performance, which agrees with the speed coupling
coefficient, enhances with the coupling magnetic field intensity.

In the future, we will establish the control system of a 2DoF-
DDIM. This research will be considered in the control algorithm to
improve the control accuracy.
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 9. Appendix
 
The derivation of (1) is as follows.

The rotary part of the 2DoF-DDIM is converted into a
simplified model as shown in Fig. 14 with the following
assumptions:

(1) The relative permeability, μr, of the arc armature core in the
rotary part of 2DoF-DDIM is assumed to be infinitely great, so the
conductivity, γr, is infinitely small.
(2) The impact of the linear stator slot is ignored while analysis the
coupling magnetic field in the rotary part.
(3) The armature and mover curvature are ignored.
(4) The three-phase symmetrical sinusoidal current is connected to
the armature winding, and all the electromagnetic volumes are
characterised by sinusoidal variation.

Fig. 12  Test platform of 2DoF-DDIM
 

Fig. 13  Induced voltages of linear part by test and FEM
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The equations of the vector magnetic potential are shown as

∇2Ȧmx − jμ0γω1Ȧmx = − μ0J̇mx

∇2Ȧmy − jμ0γω1Ȧmy − μ0γυ
∂Amy
∂x − ∂Amx

∂y = − μ0J̇my

∇2Ȧmz − jμ0γω1Ȧmz − μ0γυ
∂Amz
∂x − ∂Amx

∂z = − μ0J̇mz

(5)

where Ȧm = 1̇xȦmx + 1̇yȦmy + 1̇zȦmz denotes the complex amplitude
of the vector magnetic potential, μ0 denotes the vacuum
permeability, γ represents the relative electrical conductivity of the
mover, w1 stands for angular frequency, and v denotes rotary speed
of the mover. 

As indicated by the above coupling magnetic field model and
assumed conditions, Ȧmx = Ȧmz = 0 and Ȧm = Ȧmy. When the
rotary part is the only powered of the system, the electrical current
density in the coupling magnetic field is will be J̇m = 0. When they
are substituted into the equation set of the vector magnetic
potential (5), the vector magnetic potential in the coupling
magnetic field region can be derived as

d2Ȧm

d2x2 − jμ0λwȦm − μ0γv
dȦm
dx = 0 (6)

The general solution of (4) is

Ȧe = Ċ1e η2
2. + jG + η2 αx + Ċ2e− η2

2. + jG − η2 αx (7)

where η2 = μ0γv /α, G = μ0γ2w1Δ/δα2, γ2 denote the conductivity
of the mover, δ represents the equivalent electromagnetic air-gap, Δ
denotes the thickness of the conductor plant of the mover, Ċ1 and
Ċ2 stand for complex constants of the integrals to be confirmed.

According to Ȧmo x = ∞ = 0 in the region of the outgoing-end of
the mover, it can be obtained that:

Ċ1 = 0

Ȧmo = Ċ2e− η2
2 + jG − η2 αx

(8)

where 0 ≤ x ≤ 2pτ.
According to Ȧmi x = − ∞ = 0 in the region of the incoming-end

of the mover, it can be obtained that:

Ċ2 = 0

Ȧmi = Ċ1e− η2
2 + jG + η2 αx

(9)

where −4pτ ≤ x ≤ − 2pτ.
Since the simplified model is obtained by an equivalent plate

model of the 2DoF-DDIM, the vector magnetic potential in the
coupling magnetic field is the superposition of the vector magnetic
potential in the outgoing-end and the incoming-end. Thus, the
complex amplitude of the vector magnetic potential in the coupling
magnetic field can be expressed as

Ȧm = Ȧmi + Ȧmo

= Ċ1e η2
2 + jG + η2 α x − 4pτ + Ċ2e η2

2 + jG − η2 αx (10)

where 0 ≤ x ≤ 2pτ.
Therefore, the magnetic flux density of the coupling magnetic

field can be calculated according to Bm = ∂Ȧm/∂x, as shown in (9):

Bm = Ċ1m1em1 x − 4pτ − Ċ2m2e−m2x (11)

where

m1 = μ0
2γ2v2 + j μ0wγ2Δ

δ + μ0γv

m2 = μ0
2γ2v2 + j μ0wγ2Δ

δ − μ0γv

Replace x to θ through coordinate conversion, the equation
becomes:

Bm = Ċ1m1em1 θ − 2π − Ċ2m2e−m2θ (12)

where 0 ≤ θ ≤ π.

Fig. 14  Simplified model of rotary part
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